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4MP Camera

2MP Camera

16CH DVR

8CH DVR

4CH DVR

Wide range of AHD products

HCB-7000/7000PH HCO-7010R/20R/30R HCD-7010R/20R/30R HCV-7010R/20R/30RHCV-7070RHCD-7070RHCO-7070R

HCV-6080R/6070RHCD-6080R/6070R

HCO-6080R/6070RHCB-6001 HCB-6000/6000PH SCO-6083RA SCO-6023RA

SCD-6083RA SCD-6023RA SCV-6083RA SCV-6023RASCD-6013

SCB-6003A/6003PH

HRD-442 HRD-440

HRD-842 HRD-841

HRD-1642 HRD-1641

HRD-840
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(Wisenet HD+ 2MP cameras )

Experience the superior clarity (Max. 4MP)

The new Wisenet HD+ series supports 4MP (2560 x 1440) and 2MP (1920 x 1080) resolution with superior clarity down to the last detail.  
This feature not only provides a better performance than the existing analogue system, but also supports the same resolution as the network 
system without experiencing any delays. The images it delivers are much clearer and more vivid than before.

The 4MP Wisenet HD+ series is ideal for mid to large-sized businesses and projects requiring a highly reliable surveillance system. In addition, 
the cameras can transmit 30fps with 4MP (QHD) video.

Clearer images with WDR 120dB, defog and noise reduction

Wisenet HD+ 2MP cameras provide clearer images with WDR 120dB even in backlight environments. Hanwha Techwin’s defogging 
technology delivers optimal results in areas where constant monitoring is required, such as airports and ports.
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Transmission distance up to 500m

The Wisenet HD+ series can transmit 4MP/2MP video up to 500m by using a single coaxial cable without any delays. This product is an excellent 
solution that removes the need for a short transmission distance found in typical analogue type products. 

Max transmission distance up to 

500m

Max. 4K(3840 x 2160) monitor support with HDMI cable

Wisenet HD+ DVR provides 4K (3840 x 2160) resolution with HDMI cable, enabling four 2MP AHD camera images to be monitored in four split 
screens in 4K resolution. 
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Easy to install
with a single cable

Easily add or replace
without additional cables 

Easy and flexible upgrade solution

As the DVR featuring the AHD technology is compatible with both the Wisenet HD+ cameras and general analogue cameras, the user can avoid 
the expense of additional adaptors or changing their system.

When upgrading to the Wisenet HD+ system, you don't need to purchase an additional cable separately as it is possible to transmit  
full-HD images via the existing cable, which also saves money.

Easy Installation

Compared to a complex network system, AHD technology is easy to install. As it uses the same installation procedure as the existing analogue 
system and does not require any specific prior knowledge, you can save time and effort compared to a network system.

Existing Analogue system  Analogue System


